1. First thing to be learnt by students of Vedic Mathematics, science and technology is Devnagri Alphabet.
2. Devnagri Alphabet is a format.
3. Devnagri Alphabet is an organization.
4. Devnagri Alphabet is an organization format for manifested creations.
5. Devnagri Alphabet format permits transcendence from manifested creations to their transcendental base.
6. With it, the reach from manifesting creations format to transcendental base becomes the first working system of Devnagri Alphabet which deserves to be learnt.
7. Devnagri Alphabet for its working systems is a set of letters.
8. The number of letters and grouping of letters of Devnagri Alphabet, as such is also a feature of this organization format.
10. Each Devnagri Alphabet letter accepts distinct values.
11. Transcendental code value of each letter has spatial roll to play for reaching at the values of knowledge organized in terms of Devnagri Alphabet.
12. The geometric format and scripts forms of individuals letter of Devnagri Alphabet deserve to be comprehended well.
13. The classification of Devnagri Alphabet letters as vowels and consonants deserves to be comprehended.
14. Further the classification of consonants and vowels as well deserves to be appreciated.
15. The classification of Yama letters deserves to be imbibed fully.
16. The classification of consonants as verga consonants and as Antshtha and Ushmna letters deserves to be appreciated well.
17. The geometric format of first Verga consonants as Hyper cube-4 deserve to be reached at with deep insight.
18. The transition from the format of hyper cube-4 to the format of Hyper cube-5 as well deserve to be chased with full insight and vision.
19. The association of sound frequencies with the individual Devnagri Alphabet letters deserves to be comprehended well.
20. Further the association of light frequencies with the individual Devnagri alphabet letters as well deserves to be comprehended well.
21. Measure and domain contents associated with individual Devnagri alphabet letter, as well deserve to be appreciated well.
22. Individual Devnagri Alphabet letters as carriers deserve to be chase.
23. The syntheses of pair of Devnagri Alphabet letters deserves to be learnt.
24. Devnagri Alphabet is a complete system.
25. Devnagri Alphabet is the beginning as well as the end value of vedic systems.
26. This being so, one shall sit comfortably and permit the transcending mind to be face to face with the organization format and features of individual Devnagri Alphabet letters.
27. Devnagri alphabet format is the basic Alphabet format.
28. Devnagri alphabet is the Mother Alphabet.
29. Different Alphabets can be evaluated along the Devnagri Alphabet format.
30. The script form of Devnagri Alphabet letters as surface curves are the spatial order print out of Hyper dimensional orders.
31. As such Devnagri Alphabet deserves to be learnt as a complete system in itself.
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